
IMPORTANT INVENTIONS IN THE PAST

These are the most impactful inventions of our time. This technology goes on to be used (at a smaller size) in laptops
and computer servers.

The research was meant to study CFC and some related gases, but in the lab, he accidentally froze and
compressed tetrafluoroethylene TFE. We have been creating tools to help us tame the physical world since the
early days of our species. The first version of the  The compact computers we use today are a result of
inventions like the transistors and integrated circuits. There had been multiple attempts by many people to
create a reliable ballpoint pen long before Milton Reynolds did it. These are the most impactful inventions of
our time. The result was something that was flexible than cast iron, but stronger than wrought iron â€” the
perfect mixture â€” Steel! Good changes happened â€” for example, more voltage, user-friendly chuck design,
and of course, the use of a lithium-ion battery. Computer Computers are an essential part of most of our lives.
It was updated again so that it could operate with battery power. At the other end, the sounds were converted
back into data. Released in , it was used by the U. Introduced in Japan for the first time in , Sony actually sold
out the first batch â€” 30, units â€” in just eight weeks. She did file the patent for it in but then sold it to
Warner Bros. He was also responsible for the introduction of the light gun and the commercial sensation game
called Simon in the s and is now seen as one of the most influential entertainment inventors of modern time.
McCulloch Motors Corp. Throughout its production run of about 12 years, the company sold more than 17
million units. The original yellow colour was also unintentional as the first ones were made from scrap paper
and yellow was the only choice. Regardless of the dispute between who invented what, the iPod â€” just like
the Kindle â€” changed the game. He worked on a technique known as cyclonic separation and a US patent
was granted in  Any item invented then after had a lot to live up to after Otto Frederick Rohwedder cut his first
loaf in his bread slicing machine at the Chillicothe Baking Company of Chillicothe, Missouri. He invented the
smallpox vaccine that saved countless lives and earned him the title of Father of Immunology. He named his
company Motorola and it ended up being one of the biggest names in the technology industry. This technology
goes on to be used at a smaller size in laptops and computer servers everywhere. It allowed ink to be
transferred from the movable type to paper in a mechanized way. Mobile Phone In , not owning a mobile
phone is now seen as rather unusual. As his business was rapidly growing, he adopted a manufacturing
technique called injection molding, which revolutionized plastic production in the country. Nov 19, Michael
Stillwell On any normal day, you might buckle your seatbelt, get cash from an ATM, check the news on your
cellphone. The CD now found itself in the same situation as its musical predecessors when the first players
were launched on the market. A prototype of the DVD player was developed in by, once again, Toshiba.


